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Executive Summary
Around the world, newspapers' digital
strategies are finding more ways to reach
audiences with better, more tailored offerings
for each audience member. There is no
question mobile, although currently a small
slice of the digital pie, will increasingly be a
key platform audiences turn to, and
newspapers must be there to meet them.
“There is no doubt a future-proof newspaper
channel strategy means a strong mobile
presence. And the more browsers newspapers
receive, the more they will gain in clickthroughs and advertising revenue,” states
Anders Børde, marketing director for Oslobased More Mobile Relations in Chapter 4.
“Newspapers that have the opportunity to talk
to customers (not only distributing content) on
so many channels and several times every day
are in a unique position to build rich relations
with their audiences. I believe newspapers, as
well as any other type of company, cannot take
the risk of not communicating with customers
over the mobile platform. It will simply be
expected.”
Indeed, mobile usage on a global scale is

soaring, with some markets reaching
saturation. In 2004, there were 1.74 billion
mobile subscribers worldwide. That number is
expected to reach 3.9 billion by the end of
2009, and 4.9 billion in 2012, according to
Portio Research.
Mobile growth is happening in developing
parts of the world, where handsets are cheaper
than PCs, and online access via mobile is
spreading like wildfire, bringing news and
information to areas that previously had no
connection to the Internet. Meanwhile, in
mobile-saturated markets like Japan, where
mobile tagging was developed in 2003 and
smartphone usage is high, the mobile is relied
on as a wallet, to make purchases online and
share information in real time through mobile
Web sites, as well as for e-mailing, sending
SMS messages and voice calls – activities that
are also becoming the norm elsewhere.
Although each market around the world has its
own variables, they all have one thing in
common: each day, the number of people who
cannot live without their mobile goes up. This
means newspapers not only have more
5
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opportunities to reach audiences, but also to
engage them and understand them like never
before.
“It encourages users to repeat interaction. It
also connects what was previously
disconnected, drives specific actions, and
embeds into greater context,” said Christopher
Billich, senior vice president of research and
strategy at Tokyo-based Infinita, Inc., in
Chapter 2.
Just as newspapers launched print versions
hundreds of years ago, then Web sites in the
1990s, they are now developing a presence on
mobile. Publishers agree that, just as when
they launched their first Internet sites, growth
was slow, and missteps were made along the
way to Web 2.0. They also agree there is a
future for mobile advertising, and as adoption
rates increase, so will revenue opportunities.
“ ... the mobile advertising market seems to be
heading the same way as the standard Web
advertising market. It just lags behind by a few
years, and it’s tempered by screen size and the
functionality of the mobile phone.
Smartphones like the iPhone are showing us
what the future of mobile can look like, but not
everyone is going to want a big screen, and we
will have to wait until some of the
functionality available on high-end phones,
like location information, and the ability to
stream video and audio filter down to the
lower-end of the market. We will also need to
wait for faster 3G connections, to get out of
the cities and into the towns, villages and
country before we can start to see video
advertising becoming more commonplace on
mobiles,” Marcus Austin, mobile product
manager for Guardian News & Media in
London, told SFN in Chapter 5.
Jo Christian Oterhals, CEO of VG Multimedia
AS in Oslo, pointed out in Chapter 5 that
mobile is ripe for advertising, as well as other
types of revenue.
“We believe eyeballs have the same value, no
matter if it's in print, online or on the cell
phone,” he said. “But today the revenues from
mobile ads aren't big. As always, what's most
important is to develop the product itself, drive
traffic to it and establish a position. When this
is in place, monetizing can start for real. I
think that the mobile Internet is just starting
up, and frankly the revenues all of us see today
is just a drop compared to what will come.
6

What newspapers should be thinking about is
not only mobile ads, but how to use cell
phones for micro payment. We do that a lot
here, and that's the biggest driver of mobile
revenues.”
Another interactive mobile revenue stream
seeing growing usage is mobile tagging. This
trend, which digitally links a 2-D barcode and
mobile device, provides users with
complementary information, such as coupons,
product details, content in other formats,
contests and more.
For example, QR codes are used by
McDonald's in Japan to access nutrition
information. The fast food chain claims to
have 10 million registered users – this amounts
to 10 percent of Japan's population.
In Spain, daily newspaper El País launched
several campaigns using the 2-D barcode in
2008, one of which was a campaign that gave
customers an easy way to access the mobile
site – by using their mobiles to scan barcodes
in the paper.
In all, monetization strategies for mobile are
plentiful, ranging from advertising, to
micropayments to barcoding. As newspaper
companies face mobile, like they did with the
Internet in the past, they are reminded that
above all else, as always, content is key.
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1. Global Mobile Market
Despite the global advertising downturn, the
mobile market continues to grow in the double
digits now and projected well into the future.
The anticipated skyrocketing growth resembles
the hockey-stick trajectory of Internet revenue
starting in 2001.
The burgeoning mobile ecosystem is
punctuated by dynamic usage patterns,
interactive content development, advertising
and subscription revenues and technological
breakthroughs that signal huge potential for
newspaper companies to extend their brands
and revenue-making for the future.
One of the key drivers for the most recent
spikes in usage of mobile phone functionality
beyond voice usage is the surge of iPhones and
other smartphones sweeping the consumer
market. The CEO of Deutsche Telecom
reported that iPhone data usage is 30 times
higher than from other phones. Google reports
that iPhone search requests are 50 times higher
than from any other phone.
comScore reports that iPhone multimedia data
usage in the United Kingdom is significantly

higher than that of other handset users. iPhone
users accessed:
• News and information via their Web browser
80 percent vs. 20 percent for all mobile users
• E-mail 76 percent vs. 13 percent
• Mobile music, 66 percent vs. 23 percent
• Social networking, 55 percent vs. 13 percent
• Web search, 55 percent vs. 12 percent
• Buying a game, 19 percent vs. 3 percent
• 23 percent of mobile media users have a
smartphone and 3.5 percent an iPhone. Of the
iPhone users 75 percent are male and mostly
aged 18-44.
Dozens of newspaper companies around the
world realise the potential of iPhones, and
have developed their iPhone Web sites
accordingly. Among the newspaper companies
with downloadable applications from the
Apple iTunes App Store are:
• Globe and Mail, Canada
• USA Today, United States
• New York Times, United States
• O Globo, Brazil
• Straits Times, Singapore
• Le Parisiene and Le Monde, France
• El Universal, Mexico
7
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Mobile Content Consumption: France, Germany and the UK, May 2008
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Associated Press, United States
Ria Novosti, Russia
20 Minutes, France and Germany
Aftonbladet, Sweden
Jakarta Globe, Indonesia
Aftenposten, Norway
El País, Spain
Telegraph and Guardian, United Kingdom
Chicago Tribune, United States

services, consulting services, and the
semiconductor industry.
While mobile experts and research houses
agree the industry will grow quickly and
profitably, few agree how much the nascent
industry will be worth in the years ahead:
• According to PricewaterhouseCoopers, mobile
advertising will grow from almost $1.4 billion
in 2006 to $16.4 billion in 2012.

According to Gartner Group, WTN News,
EDN, and Vault, the global mobile market
accounted for US$718.4 billion in 2006,
higher than many other sectors, such as IT
services, pharmaceutical sales, financial

• ABIResearch projects the world market for
mobile marketing and advertising was worth
about $3 billion in 2007, and will be valued at
$19 billion in 2012.

Global Advertising Market: Internet vs. Mobile
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• Informa Telecoms & Media estimates
worldwide mobile advertising spending at
$871 million in 2006 and projects it will reach
$11.35 billion by next year.
• Overall worldwide mobile revenue,
including advertising, subscriptions and
handsets, will grow from $519.7 billion in
2004 to $1.09 trillion in 2012, according to
Portio Research.
The mobile market also grew faster than other

sectors, according to Portio Research. In 2006,
the mobile market led with a growth of more
than 16 percent, double that of the second
highest pharmaceutical sector, and also beat IT
services, travel and tourism as well as financial
services.
In 2007, the year-over-year growth of the global
mobile market is 11.9 percent, even higher than
the semiconductor industry, consulting services,
or financial services, according to Portio.

Worldwide Mobile Revenue, 2004-2012(e)
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Worldwide Mobile Market vs. Other Industries – Revenue, 2006
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Year-Over-Year Growth Rate, Mobile vs. Other Industries,
2006 and 2007(e)
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Share of Worldwide Mobile
Data Service Revenue,
2006 vs. 2011(e)
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According to Portio Research, in 2006, SMS
contributed the majority of overall mobile data
services revenue, which accounted for 57.6
percent. MMS came next with a 14.5 percent
contribution.
In 2011, SMS is expected to remain the
number one contributor, but its share is
forecast to drop dramatically from 57.6
percent to less than 40 percent. MMS is still
ranked second, with its share down slightly to
14.2 percent.
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The biggest gainer is mobile video, which is
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2006 to nearly 8 percent in 2011.
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are also on the upswing, according to Portio.
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According to IDATE and data from operators
and national regulators, in 2007 the United
States reported £133 billion telecom service
revenues, the highest among all other countries
on the table. Japan ranked second with £50.4
billion.
In terms of telecom revenues per capita, the
United Kingdom, United States and Canada
are in the top three with more than £430.
Fixed line penetration is not that impressive
across countries – in Germany, there are 66
fixed lines per 100 people, the highest among
all the countries. In Japan, France, and Italy,
the penetration is even lower than 50 percent.
The United States and United Kingdom have
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Telecoms Market Key Indicators, 2007
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the most monthly outbound fixed line minutes
per capita, at more than 200 minutes. Japan, on
the contrary, has the least, at less than 80
minutes per capita.

mobile users use text messaging. MMS is most
popular in Italy – more than four out of 10
users there use MMS and photo messaging. Emailing is rarely used in most of the countries,
except for Japan, where three out of four users
use e-mail on their mobile phones, while text
messaging, MMS and photo messaging are
relatively low.

3G connections per 100 people are particularly
high in Japan, at more than 65. Italy comes
next with 41 connections, while France and
Canada lag behind with less than 10 3G
connections per 100.

Through its survey of countries, Ofcom's research
also revealed that females are more likely to
use both fixed lines and mobiles than males.

Text messaging is still more popular compared
to MMS, photo messaging and e-mailing
among most of the countries surveyed for
Ofcom's research, Understanding International
Communications Behaviour, published in
October 2008. In Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom and France, more than 70 percent of

In Japan, the United States, Italy, France and
the United Kingdom, weekly mobile usage is
higher than landline, while in Canada, fixed
line usage is much higher than mobile. In
Germany, usage of the two devices almost tie.

Communication Usage of Mobile Phones
Which of the following do you use your mobile phone for?
Base: all adults aged 18+ who own a mobile phone
(UK 929, France 914, Germany 946, Italy 952, USA 834, Canada 785, Japan 914)
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Percentage of Online Users Using Fixed Line and Mobile
on a Weekly Basis
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In 2013, the United Kingdom, Germany,
France, Italy and Spain will represent
79 percent of the overall mobile content market
in Europe, which accounts for €5.4 billion
in total, according to Jupiter Research's Mobile
Forecast, June 2008. Video and TV revenue
will make up the biggest chunk in the five
countries, followed by games and music.

Global Mobile Usage
Global mobile subscribers accounted for 1.74
billion in 2004, and are expected to rise to 3.9
billion this year, growing to 4.9 billion in
2012, according to estimates by Portio
Research. The worldwide mobile users will
reach 4.9 billion in 2012.
According to Informa Telecoms & Media’s
World Cellular Information Services,

Worldwide Mobile Subscribers, 2004-2012(e)
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Worldwide Mobile Phone Subscriptions, 1999-2009
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worldwide mobile phone subscriptions only
accounted for 500 million in 1999. However,
the numbers increase more than 200 million
every year. In 2009, the total subscriptions will
total nearly four million.
According to Strategy Analytics, the Asia
Pacific region has contributed the most mobile
users worldwide throughout the years,
boosting from less than 400 million in 2002 to
nearly two billion in 2010. North America
and Western Europe have increased at a flat
pace; users from each remained at less than
400 million throughout the years.
The rest of the world, however, grew rapidly
from less than 300 million in 2002 to nearly
1.5 billion in 2010, next only to the Asia
Pacific.

Worldwide Mobile Users
by Region, 2002-2011
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sales of each are expected to reach 1.1 billion
in 2011. TV phones are growing from niche
to an expected 150 million in 2011, according
to Strategy Analytics.

Sales of Multimedia Handsets,
North America, Western Europe
and Asia Pacific, 2002-2011
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The number of people using mobile solely
for voice services have dropped, according to
Strategy Analytics. In 2001, more than eight
out of 10 North American users used mobile
phones solely for voice service, but that
percentage decreased to 50 percent in 2006.
In Western Europe and rest of the world,
about 60 percent of the users were using
mobile only for voice services. However,
the percentage has dropped to less than 20
percent and about 30 percent, respectively.
The Asia Pacific has the lowest percentage of
users who use mobile only for voice services –
about 50 percent in 2001 and then down
to about 10 percent in 2006. Multimedia
handsets in North America, Western Europe,
and the Asia Pacific have taken off since
2002, especially for camera phones and
music phones. In 2002, camera phones and
music phones sold less than 50 million, but

Source: Strategy Analytics
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

2G vs. 3G
According to IDATE, the 2G network is highly
penetrated in all the countries surveyed, with
100 percent reach in the United Kingdom,
Japan and Italy, and more than 95 percent
penetration in other countries.
3G in Japan also has 100 percent penetration,
the highest in all the countries. The United
Kingdom is next, with 92 percent 3G
penetration. In other countries, the reach is
around 70 percent to 80 percent.
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Mobile Network: 2G vs. 3G Availability
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High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), a standard
that improves the end-user experience by
increasing peak data rates, is quite popular in
the European countries surveyed and Japan.
The United Kingdom leads with 87 percent
reach, while in other countries reach is between
70 percent to 80 percent. In the United States,
reach is relatively lower, at only 15 percent.

Mobile Internet
According to iResearch, global wireless online
access users though mobile phone increased
from 70 million to 920 million in 2008. The
growth rate was more than 100 percent in 2003
and 2004, but dropped to double digits in the
years following.

Global Wireless Internet Access
Users through Mobile Phone,
2002-2008
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Mobile Internet Penetration, Europe, Nov., 2007
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Flat Rate Monthly Pay Mobile Internet Subscribers by Country, 2013
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In Europe, mobile Internet users accounted for
21 percent of overall online users. The overall
mobile Web users in Europe reached 45
million in August 2007, and increased 4.8
percent to 47.2 million in November 2007,
according to Mobiento.
According to Jupiter Research Mobile Forecast,
in 2013, Germany and France will lead in terms
of the number of flat-rate monthly pay mobile
Internet subscribers – each with 11.7 million
users, followed by the UK’s 11.4 million. Italy
and Spain come next with 8.2 million and
eight million subscribers, respectively.
In terms of percentage of mobile population,
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Scandinavian countries outperform others –
with over 27 percent. Those which lag behind
the overall European average, which is 21
percent, include Greece, Portugal, Belgium,
Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Ireland.
According to Nielsen, in the second quarter
of 2008, there were 34.3 million PC-based
Internet users and 5.8 million mobile Web
users. The numbers went up to 35.3 million and
7.3 million in the third quarter, respectively.
Mobile Internet has a relatively higher
quarterly growth in terms of unique audience –
25 percent, compared to PC-based Internet,
which is only 3 percent.

Mobile Internet and PC-based Internet Unique Audience and Growth,
UK, Q2 vs. Q3, 2008
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Mobile Content Consumption: France, Germany and the UK, May 2008
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Seventy percent of iPhone users listen to music
or use e-mail on their phone, while 33 percent
and 26 percent of smartphone users do so.
The overall market average is 18 percent and
8 percent, respectively.

Numbers of Web Sites (million)

According to Whoop, the number of Internet
Web sites, emerging in the mid 1990s, grew to
more than 150 million and reached 850 million
computers between 2005 and 2008. Mobile Web
sites, emerging in early 2000s, by comparison,
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will reach more than 150 million in number on
a total of 3.5 billion handsets in 2010.

U.S. Mobile Users who Accessed News and Information,
Three-month Average Ending January 2008
Unique users
and January 2009
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Global Desktop Web Sites
vs. Mobile Web Sites

Mobile search, mobile social networking and
mobile TV are relatively not that popular – 57
percent, 42 percent and 32 percent of iPhone
users do so, versus 18 percent, 10 percent and
15 percent of smartphone users. The average
market reach of these three activities are less
than 10 percent.
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In the United States, according to comScore,
the mobile users who ever accessed news and
information on a monthly basis were up from
36.8 million in January 2008 to 63.2 million in
January 2009, with a 71 percent increase.
The growth is even higher in the heavy-used
groups. Those who do so on a weekly basis
increased from 10.3 million to 19.3 million,
up 87 percent, while the daily users rose from
10.8 million to 22.4 million – a 107 percent
increase.

Japanese Mobile Market
Statistics
Highest Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) globally
106 million mobile subscribers
9 out of 10 use mobile data services
4 out of 5 on 3G
Messaging is almost free
40% of mobile data users are on data flat rate plans
Source: Infinita, Inc. and Telecom Carriers Association
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Japanese Mobile Market
Japan is known as the most advanced mobile
market in the world, with more than 106
million subscribers, the highest percentage of
3G users, the highest average revenue per user,
and the highest concentration of multimedia
users. Nine out of 10 mobile users use data
services, while at least 80 percent are on a 3G
network. Messaging is almost free in Japan,
and at least four out of 10 data users are on
data flat rate plans, according to Infitina, Inc.
and Telecom Carriers Association. The three
main operators, DoCoMo, KDDI, and
SoftBank, have over 103 million mobile
subscribers, and over 90 million of these users
are on 3G.
In addition, Japan boasts some of the most
advanced mobile functionality used by its
subscribers. Mobile phones in Japan are
routinely used for boarding passes for airlines
and trains, student and employee
identification, e-tickets and e-keys. A mobile
can also serve as an electronic purse, which
users can use at restaurants or shops. The
accessibility of purchase history can also
combine with loyalty programmes and
coupons, which allow marketers to send
relevant and customised messages to
individual users. The mobile Web also allows
users to socialise, make purchases, or get any
information they are looking for immediately.
According to the survey conducted by impress
R&D, many mobile functionalities have a fair
reach in Japan, although it may still need some
time for users to really adopt them.
For example, all the Japanese respondents
have access to mobile search, although only 44
percent actually use it. GPS on mobile is
available among 55 percent of users, while
only 23 percent use it. Mobile NFC , or Near
Field Communication, a short-range high
18

Key Mobile Operators in Japan
Carrier

Total

3G

DoCoMo

53,628,700

45,199,900

KDDI

30,304,900

29,916,400

SoftBank

19,111,700

15,112,700

103,045,300

90,229,000

Total

Source: Telecom Carriers Association, June 2008
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Japanese Mobile Usage
(% of Respondents)
Mobile Search
GPS
Mobile TV
Mobile NFC

enabled
usage
enabled
usage
enabled
usage
enabled
usage

100%
44%
55%
23%
46%
36%
73%
18%

Base: All Respondents, N= 3,178 (2008)
Source: impress R&D, September 2008
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

frequency wireless communication technology
which enables the exchange of data between
devices over a short distance, is enabled
among at least seven out of 10 handsets,
although only 18 percent use it. Mobile TV is
available to about half of the respondents,
while nearly four out of 10 use it.
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2. Mobile Marketing
and Advertising
Despite a downturn in overall advertising
spending, global mobile ad spending is on the
ascendancy, expected to grow in double digits
worldwide for the foreseeable future.
Innovative newspaper companies are investing
in the development of content and business
models on the mobile channel, knowing that
the mobile Web will continue to grow and
become more lucrative for the future.

U.S. Mobile Advertising Spending
(Millions of dollars and percent change,
year over year)

US$ million
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3,330

3,000
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30.9% 1,410
1,000
35.0% 17.3% 995
760
500
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1,500

0
2008
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Source: eMarketer, February 2009
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2012

2013

The growth of mobile advertising resembles
the “hockey stick” growth pattern of Internet
advertising in the early 2000s. While it
represents less than 1 percent of all interactive
spending in most places globally in 2009,
mobile advertising spending is expected to
grow exponentially.
In the United States alone, mobile advertising
spending will grow from US$648 million in
2008 to $3.33 billion in 2013, a 2009 study by
eMarketer forecasts. Global mobile advertising
spending is and will continue to be dominated
by mobile text message advertising, dwarfing
the next two most popular types of mobile
advertising, display and directory search
advertising, a 2008 study by eMarketer states.
Global mobile text message advertising
spending will grow from $2.56 billion in 2007
to $14.17 billion in 2012, while mobile display
advertising will grow from $53 million to $1.2
billion, and mobile search will expand from
$83 million to $3.77 billion in the same period,
according to eMarketer.
A number of factors are contributing to the
19
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Global Mobile Advertising
Spending, by Format
(Millions of dollars, 2007-2012)
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Mobile message
advertising*
2,560 4,200 6,440 9,260 11,960 14,173
Mobile display
advertising**
52
142 338 629 945 1,203
Mobile search
advertising***
83
244 597 1,290 2,345 3,773
2,695 4,586 7,375 11,179 15,250 19,149
Total
Note: numbers may not add up to a total due to rounding.
* Spending on placement in text messages, includes direct spending
on message campaigns as well as spending on promotional coverage
of end-user messaging costs.
** Spending on display banners, links or icons placed on WAP,
mobile HTML sites or embedded in mobile applications such as maps
or entertainment services (eg games or video).
*** Spending on sponsored display ads and text links that appear
alongside mobile search results, as well as spending on audio ads
played to mobile phone callers making a directory inquiry.
Source: eMarketer, 2008 © World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

recent surge in mobile advertising growth,
and the bullish projections for the next five
years include the wide distribution of
smartphones, improving network capabilities
and attractive mobile subscription rates.
• Smartphones and iPhones adoption is
ratcheting up the access of multimedia
information. iPhone usage reportedly
represents 30 times more data usage and 50
times more search requests than other
phones.
• Unlimited mobile data plans increase in
popularity, which encourages more access to
multimedia information.

• Publishers are building sustainable business
models for the mobile channel as part of
newspaper companies’ mobile marketing
strategies. A variety of revenue-making
campaigns have been launched, but remain a
small subset of the projected mobile
advertising spend for the foreseeable future.
• Global mobile subscriptions by far surpass
broadband subscriptions. One-third of the
world’s population subscribes to a mobile
phone service, while only 3 percent to 4
percent subscribe to broadband Internet. In
some countries, particularly in the
developing world, mobile is the primary
digital media.
A variety of agencies are riding the wave of
mobile advertising and marketing demand,
including some agencies that have strong ties
to newspaper companies. These companies
are offering a variety of services to help
promote newspaper company mobile
services, and also handle mobile advertising
campaigns.

MORE Mobile Relations
Owned by: Telenor Group, Oslo
Founded: 2008
Countries served: Nordics
Marketing director: Anders Børde
www.moremobilerelations.com

• Mobile technologies are developing more
multimedia, geography-targeting and
demography-targeting advertising units to
reach consumers more precisely.

MORE Mobile Relations, a year-old amalgam
of four mobile marketing companies from each
of the Nordic countries, provides services to
assist clients in developing relationships with
their customers using mobile marketing and
advertising tactics.

• Advertisers and agencies are increasingly
interested in the target-ability and acceptance
of mobile advertising.

MORE and A-Pressen are both owned by
Telenor Group, one of the world’s largest
telecoms. While the most obvious mobile

Global Smartphone Sales and Market Share, by Vendor
(In thousands of units, Q4 2007-2008)
4Q08 Sales

Market Share4Q08

4Q07 Sales

Market Share4Q07

4Q07-4Q08 Growth

15,561.7

40.8%

18,703.3

50.9%

-16.8%

7,442.6

19.5%

4,024.7

10.9%

84.9%

Apple

4,079.4

10.7%

1,928.3

5.2%

111.6%

HTC

1,631.7

4.3%

1,361.1

3.7%

19.9%

Samsung

1,598.2

4.2%

671.5

1.8%

138.0%

Others

7,829.7

20.5%

10,077.3

27.4%

-22.3%

38,143.3

100%

36,766.1

100%

3.7%

Company
Nokia
RIM

Total

Source: Gartner Group, 2008
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Scandinavian Consumer Study of Mobile Message Usefulness
Medium Degree of perceived usefulness
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Scandinavian Consumer Study of Mobile Message Usefulness
Advertising Channel Intrusiveness
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strategy is to create a mobile version of the
newspaper, there are a variety of strategies to
execute, said Marketing Director Anders Børde,
including building loyalty strategies, a coupon
business, sending out text message alerts for
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sports scores, weather, traffic, news, stock
market on an opt-in basis, developing the
mobile user database through marketing events
and giveaways, and more. (See Chapter 4 for
Børde’s essay on the subject).
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MORE’s recent survey of Nordic mobile
users shows a high degree of interest in
community-related content, and a high
acceptance of opt-in information. These facts
present opportunities for newspapers, Børde
said.
Mobile is an efficient “connecting” media. It
can connect consumers from mobile to print,
online or broadcast through cross promotions
or QR codes, and can also complement and
reinforce advertising campaigns and
multimedia editorial packages.
MORE launched a job search in 2008 for
new employees at the company, and gleaned
valuable lessons about the power of crossmedia campaigns including print and mobile.
The first job recruitment advertising
appeared in the Norwegian business
newspaper Dagens Næringsliv, in July 2008.
The result was no qualified applications. The
next step was to integrate print advertising
with MMS, SMS and e-mailing job
candidates, which proved to be significantly
more successful.
The second job recruitment campaign included
three print ads that made use of mobile media
platforms and services to communicate in a
two-way dialogue with potential candidates.
The strategy was to make it easy for applicants
to learn more about the vacant positions and to
apply by use of print in combination with
SMS, MMS and e-mail. Adding SMS
functionality almost doubled the number of
applications for the positions, increasing the ad
effectiveness by 83 percent. The cross-media
job recruitment campaign was orchestrated
like this:
• Job advertised in newspaper
• Potential job applicants respond via SMS
• MMS used to answer potential applicant
• E-mail used to follow up with potential
applicant
• Applicant sends employer his/her resume
Mobile, as the most personal, one-on-one
device, is ideal for building opt-in, loyalty
strategies with consumers. MORE assists
publishing and retail companies in building
loyalty clubs in order to build a dialogue
over mobile. “Up until now it’s been e-mails
and phone. We would like the companies to
build mobile databases and build a dialogue
over the mobile. There’s an opportunity of
course for newspapers.” Specifically, one
22

Source: More Mobile Relations

loyalty strategy could be a newspaper
offering a free subscription in exchange for
users viewing five advertising messages on
the mobile,” he said. This model has been
used by telcos as well as a new mobile
company, Blyk, founded by the former
president of Nokia.
Blyk mobile service is aimed at youth, who
may not be able to afford mobile subscriptions.
The advertising business model remains to be
proven, but is an idea to build subscriptions in
exchange for advertising viewing.
Another loyalty tactic could be fan or loyalty
clubs. Invite readers to join the mobile club
associated with the newspaper brand, and offer
free stories, tickets, discounts, specialised
content and other benefits of memberships.

Mobiento
Owned by: Edda Media AS, Oslo
Founded: 2000
Countries served: Europe
Founder, vice president new business director:
Fredrik Oscarson
www.mobiento.com

Fredrik Oscarson, founder and new business
director of Mobiento in Stockholm, Oslo,
Copenhagen and London, spoke about the
opportunities for newspapers to develop a
mobile strategy at WAN’s World Digital
Publishing conference in October 2008.
“The reality is, in many countries mobile is the
fastest growing channel,” Oscarson said. He
credits a number of factors in the fast-growing
mobile economy: 3.3 billion mobile
subscriptions, rapid development of the mobile
Internet, cheaper and better devices, flat rates
on data traffic and expansion into mobile by
leading Internet companies.
“And the iPhone has changed everything,” he
said. “It is the first that really focuses on not
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being primarily a phone, but being a
computer,” he said.
Mobile advertising is also proving to be more
effective than Internet advertising, he said. The
reading rate for text messages is more than 94
percent; the click through rate is two to 10 times
higher than for the ordinary Web; the recall rate
is more than 60 percent, the “viral effect”
creates a 25 percent pass-along rate, and
marketers can target potential customers based
on location, behaviour and timing, he said.

Mobiento produced the following mobile
advertising campaigns for Coca-Cola, H&M
and Snickers bar, which include elements of
branding, display and text advertising,
interactivity, virality and call-to-action:

Mobile Opportunities
for Newspaper Companies
Permission
database

Mobile Web Site
Mobile
Ad Sales

Mobile Search
SMS Interactions
Mobile
Chat & Date

Media House

MMS
Broadcasts
SMS Alerts

Mobile Blogs

Mobile Content

MMS-to-Web
Uploads

Adobe Flash
Casts

Advergames

Mobile TV

Source: Mobiento © World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Here’s what publishers should do with mobile,
Oscarson advised:
• Launch a mobile Web site. “You can get
them up and running in less than two months
and it’s not a costly venture either.”
• Create a mobile advertising management
platform – it is different from the one used for
Internet.
• Drive traffic to the new site. “People don’t
stumble across mobile sites, you have to trigger
the action to get the traffic numbers. Drive
them from the Internet site – tell them to take
the site with them for the entire day.
• Partner with mobile operators: The Swedish
newspaper Dagens Nyheter partnered with
Telenor and offered customers a mobile
telephone that had the newspaper as the mobile
home page, with a free one-year subscription.
• Monetize traffic. “Mobile advertising is the
most sustainable way of doing it,” Oscarson
said.
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PointRoll
Founded: 2000
Owned by: Gannett Corp., McLean, Va., United States
Country served: United States
CEO: Jason Tafler
www.pointroll.com

“The first thing we did was mobile tie-ins,
allowing users to send messages in SMS and
MMS in order to sign up for a daily recipe, a
green tip of the day, production information,
coupons, greeting cards, ring tones, photos and
alerts, and custom messages to their friends,”
said Max Mead, vice president of business and
channel development for PointRoll.
Now the advertisements on mobile extend the
experience in print, and give life to the brand
on another channel, he said. “Now consumers
can sign up for offers, click to call, click into
Google maps, download coupons or a white
paper.”

PointRoll's interactive ads on the iPhone,
published on mobile Web sites including
USA Today, Yahoo!, ESPN and AOL’s
Platform A, have led to more than half a
billion impressions each month, according to
the company. The first iPhone advertising
campaigns by PointRoll debuted in late 2008,
and featured rich media ads for the 2009 Ford
Flex, and the comedy thriller by NBC
Universal Focus, “Burn After Reading,”
starring George Clooney and Frances
McDormand.
PointRoll, owned by Gannett Co. Inc., the
largest newspaper company in the United
States, is anchored by flagship USA Today, the
most circulated newspaper in the country, with
an average daily circulation of 2.3 million.
The mobile iPhone campaigns featured
graphics and video, tailor made for the
smartphone’s rich media capabilities. Some of
the features enabled by PointRoll’s technology
on the iPhone include click-to-play videos,
coupon downloads, integrated mapping
technology linked to Google maps and userinitiated click-to-call, as well as post-campaign
user engagement and analytics metrics.
Marketers can track interaction rates, time
spent and other measures of activity.
Before PointRoll engaged in rich media
iPhone ads, the company created much simpler
mobile campaigns.
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The variety of technologies used to deliver
smartphone advertisements is hampering a
quick growth of large campaigns across
networks. PointRoll’s rich media technology,
developed in Java and HTML, differentiates
PointRoll from other interactive advertising
agencies, most of which use Flash technology.
Flash does not run on iPhones, as it does on
other smartphones, which makes it necessary
for campaigns to be developed on multiple
technologies—a costly and time-consuming
endeavour. Regardless of the technological
hurdles, the growth of mobile advertising is
phenomenal.
“I see a big future for mobile advertising.
When we made the case for our venture here,
we saw the future as a dialogue, but over time
the mobile will be a channel itself. Advertising
is still not so big, but we believe that since the
iPhone handset came out, it’s become very
promising,” Mead said.

Infinita, Inc.
Founded: 2005
Based in: Tokyo, Japan
SVP, Research & Strategy: Christopher Billich
http://www.infinita.co.jp/

Mobile is the only medium that is host to the
entire purchasing process, because of its
qualities as an always on, always with you
device, and because of its ability to connect to
the Web. Mobile allows the user to discover
the product, research it, compare prices and
make the purchase, and then share the
experience with friends, said Christopher
Billich, senior vice president of research and
strategy.
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Roles of Mobile Advertising, from Attention to Sharing
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Source: Infinita Inc., 2009
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For example, when a user sees an
advertisement in any format, he can get the
mobile device out of his pocket, scan the

barcode, or type in the keywords on mobile
search, and then get the relevant information
immediately. If he would like to make a

Mobile Advertising Formats, from Attention to Sharing
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Source: Infinita Inc., 2009
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Mobile as a Multi-functional Device in Japan
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purchase, he can either make a mobile Web
purchase online, or use the mobile as his
wallet. If he would like to share information
with friends, he can access blogs or social
networking sites on the mobile Web, or send emails, or SMS through mobile.

Successful Mobile Ad Campaigns
in Japan
AXE WAKE-UP SERVICE
Personal products manufacturer Unilever
Wake-up
Service
launchedAXE
a campaign
for AXE
deodorant in

Mobile is also becoming the device that people
feel they cannot live without 24 hours a day.
People are glued to the screen 24/7.
What are the key success factors of mobile
advertising? “It’s opt-in and user-driven. It
delivers value through entertainment or utility,
and it’s modest with technology,” said Billich.
“It encourages users to repeat interaction. It
also connects what was previously
disconnected, drives specific actions, and
embeds into greater context.”

Source: Unilever Japan, http://www.0120-084-544.com/award
081202_en.html
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

AXE Wake-up Service Flow

Source: Unilever Japan, http://202.218.121.130/2008/axewakeupservice/en/
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late 2008. The campaign, AXE Wake-up
Service, allows users to sign up for a wake-up
call on a mobile or PC site.
After signing up, users immediately receive a
confirmation call to their mobiles, synched
with a video of attractive women for their PC
screens. At the set-up time, the wake-up
service plays over the phone. After completing
each wake-up service, users can download
widgets or collect one of 14 “wake-up girl”
wallpapers for their mobiles as a reward, and
then receive a “secret character” at the end of
the promotion. The campaign generated more
than 200,000 unique visitors and one million
page views in the first two weeks.

LOTTE KOALA MARCH
Lotte Koala, a well-known cookie product in
Japan, launched a campaign in 2008 targeting
junior high students.

Mobile Ad Units
The following have become standard
advertising units for mobile phones. The
dimensions and specifications are different
around the world, but the basic ad units
remain constant.
• Text ads: Can be used in conjunction
with or without a graphical banner, and are
particularly embraced in markets where
phones typically do not support graphics
or multimedia.
• Mobile banners: Graphical advertisement
size depends on specifications of telecoms
and screen sizes of individual devices.
Most creative can be scaled up or down to
fit a variety of screens.
• MMS, Multimedia Messaging Service:
Rich media messaging service that that
allows mobile users to send and receive
messages that include graphics, text, audio,
video and photos.
• MMS, Audio messages: An audio clip
that can be replayed in conjunction with a
display advertisement.

Source:
Mobile
Marketing
Association

Source: k-tai Watch

The campaign, “next-generation fortune
cookies,” encourages consumers to take a
picture of the 217 types of koalas on the
cookies, and send it to Lotte. Users receive a
free fortune telling message from Lotte Koala,
and can be linked to the company's official
community on Mobile Social Networking Site
Gocco.

Useful mobile advertising information links:

The “collect them all” mechanism generated
high traffic and boosted Lotte Koala sales.
Unique users reached 500,000, and Lotte
received more than 789,000 messages within
the campaign's first four weeks.

http://www.mmaglobal.com/
http://www.adverblog.com
http://www.mobilemarketingmagazine.co.uk/
http://www.moconews.net/
http://www.textually.org/

Mobile Video and TV Ad Units
Design Model

Advertising Placement

Description

Bumper/Billboard

Before or after content

Short (less than 5 seconds) promo/logo bumper to introduce/close
content on behalf of a sponsor

Pre-roll

Before content

Less than 30-second video advertisement

Mid-roll

During content

Less than 30-second video advertisement

Post-roll

After content

Less than 30-second video advertisement

Book-ending

Before and after content

Pre-roll advertisement with a bumper at the end of the content
of the same advertiser

Commercial breaks

Within existing video or TV
content at the beginning,
middle and end

Typically 30 seconds, but can be between 5 and 60 seconds

Overlay advertisements

During video playback

For example, a promo banner is shown at the bottom of the video
for the duration or a portion of the video’s duration

Source: Mobile Marketing Association
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“Reality TV” for mobile telephones
Jorma Härkönen, senior vice president and
president of Internet & consumer business,
MTV Media, Finland
Reality television shows are big in the Finnish
mobile telephone business.

Big Brother Game Show

Härkönen said MTV Media’s strategy will focus
on three main areas: improving the user
experience, providing made-for-mobile content
(which he calls Osnack media), and
organisation of advertising sales.

Integrate mobile into existing
platforms
Ilicco Elia, Head of Mobile Europe, Reuters,
United Kingdom
Stop thinking about mobile as a separate
platform, Elia advised.
“You need to start thinking about mobile as
part of your much larger platform,” he said “It
is not a standalone site. It’s just part of the way
you get news out to your clients ... You need to
make sure you are integrating mobile into your
other advertising platforms. You need to
understand how your mobile site enhances
your offer to your advertisers.”

Härkönen described how MTV Media, with
interests in television, radio and the Internet,
brings mobile telephones into its cross-media
offerings of such reality shows as “Big Brother”
and “Idol” (the Finnish version of the British
Pop Idol show). The shows can be streamed
on mobile devices and fans can vote, buy
merchandise and have access to other
services linked to the shows.
MTV Media, owned by Sweden’s Bonnier
Group since 2007, is Finland’s leading
electronic media company, but Härkönen
focused his presentation primarily on the future
of mobile information delivery.
Mobile has long been touted as a future
revenue producer for newspaper companies,
without much to show for the predictions. But
Härkönen believes viable mobile businesses
have arrived, pointing out that voice calls on
mobile telephones now make up only 12
percent of usage time, dwarfed by information
services like messaging, games and Internet
browsing.
“The development of mobile terminals and
mobile networks, together with fixed pricing of
data, will connect Internet to mobile phones,”
he said.
The content for mobile television will grow and
diversify, as well the supply of user-friendly
handheld devices, he said. But while devices
and content are advancing, the Internet
advertising-driven model does not yet work for
mobile, and solutions must be found.
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He demonstrated why this was so with an
advertising campaign for IBM that used
Reuters mobile, Internet sites and its electronic
outdoor locations.
As Reuters has the ability to sell keywords to
its advertising clients, IBM bought the right to
appear around any story about innovation, be
it on the regular Web site, the mobile site, or
on an outdoor screen. Reuters also has offered
this multi-channel package to Diet Coke and
Hyundai, among others.

“We’re not trying to say, ‘give us five pounds
for the Web site, give us 10 pounds for the
outdoor, give us three pounds for the mobile.’
This says the package is worth more than the
sum of its parts,” Elia said.
Among the advertising offerings from Reuters
are:
• Mobile Branded Channels
• Mobile Video Pre-rolls
• Click to Call functionality
• Device Detection and Targeting
• Content and Category Sponsorships
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3. Mobile Tagging
The use of mobile tagging, or the digital link
between a 2-D barcode and a mobile device,
is a fast-growing trend in the media industry,
allowing users to link to complementary
information such as product details, coupons,
contest registration and content in video,
photos and text formats.
Mobile tagging requires a series of simple
steps to link from the square code to a mobile
phone, by snapping a picture of a barcode,
thereby linking the user to a mobile Web site
for more information.

Various data types can be saved in the codes,
although in most of the cases, users can be
directly linked to the corresponding Web site
after the code is deciphered.
Mobile tagging was developed in 2003 in
Japan, and has been used in mobile marketing,
advertising and editorial information.
Currently the QR Code in Asia and the Data
Matrix, created in the United States, are the
most popular 2-D barcodes.
Mobile tagging is a global growing trend as it
can provide the quick, precise and customer-

How Mobile Tagging Works

Point on a Code

Take a Picture

Source: Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mt_process_english.jpg

Decoding

Web Site

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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Popular Mobile Tagging Codes

QR Code

DataMatrix

Cool-Dat-Matrix

Aztec

TrillCode

Quickmark

Shotcode

mCode

Source: Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mtcodes.png

driven access to information. Currently there
are about 70 different types of 2-D barcodes
existing around the world.

Betagg

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

QR Code on Web site,
Yahoo! Japan

QR Codes in Japan
Quick Response Codes allow users to read the
code using the camera on their mobile phone
to gain access to information immediately.
The codes, initially made for car parts
management in 1994, were developed,
patented and owned by Toyota subsidiary
Denso Wave. QR codes can be used to encode
Japanese Kanji and Kana characters, music,
images, URLs and e-mails. Although there are
still many other code systems on the market,
such as EAN/JAN, FP Codes, and Colorzip,
QR Codes are the de-facto standard for
Japanese cell phones.

QR Codes Usage in Japan
73.5
75.2

Magazines
45.2
49.2
38.9
45.5
30.6
31.6

PC Web sites
Posters, Out-of-Home
Newspaper Ad Inserts
Business Cards
Other
% 0

7.5
7.9
5.2
4.6
20

2005
2008
40

Source: impress R&D, September 2007/2008
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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80

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

In Japan, there is no direct business model for
the QR Code. It is an open and license-free
technology, and no one is benefitting directly
in terms of monetization from their use.
“The idea was first brought up 10 years ago.
It does not make money in the short term;
however, it will bring huge benefits to every
party in the long term. It can lead users from
multiple platforms to mobile sites,” said
Christopher Billich, SVP Research & Strategy
at Infinita Inc., a Tokyo-based mobile research
and strategy consulting firm.
QR Codes are widely used in various
platforms, including print media (magazines to
a greater degree, compared with newspapers),
product packages, catalogues, billboards,
Internet sites, etc.
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QR Code on Billboard,
Tokyo, Japan

“Chocoman Hunter” is an AXE campaign for
the “Dark Temptation” fragrance held in
November 2008 in Japan. Highly promoted
on TV, out-of-home and the Internet, this
campaign is to encourage consumers to
collect Chocoman QR Codes to get points.
They can hunt for Chocoman located in
places announced in the ads, or exchange
them with friends. Winners can receive one
percent of turnover derived from the
deodorant sales.

MCDONALD’S
McDonald’s Japan started to put QR codes on
food packaging in 2007, which allows
customers to access the product’s nutritional
information on mobile phones by tagging the
codes.

Source : Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Japan-qr-code-billboard.jpg
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

According to the data from impress R&D, QR
Code usage in Japan was up across media from
2007 to 2008. The usage on magazines is the
highest – more than three out of four in 2008,
while nearly half of Japanese PC Web sites
also used it. More than 30 percent of
newspapers ad inserts also featured QR Codes.
With a QR Code as part of a cross-media ad
campaign, advertisers could engage consumers
more and see a boost in instant responses.
Mobile, as a trackable medium with users’
demographic data available, also could help
marketers improve the return on investment,
and locate consumers more accurately.

AXE CHOCOMAN HUNTER,
NOVEMBER 2008

Source: YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ml0vzly5YUc
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

In May 2008, McDonald’s Japan announced
it had given mobile users the ability purchase
their meals through the built-in e-coupon on
mobile phones and in-store Felicia and
DoCoMo iD Readers.
In May 2008, 175 restaurant locations were
equipped with the iD Readers, and
McDonald’s hopes to have it in all 3,800
restaurants by 2009.
McDonald’s Japan has been working in the
mobile space since 2003. It claims to have 10
million registered users, which is about 10
percent of the Japanese population.

Source: Mobile Tagging Blog, http://mobile-tagging.blogspot.com/
2008/11/der-chocoman-hunter-japans-schrillste.html
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

“The e-coupons save money for the
advertisers, as the paper printing costs was
usually huge in the past. It also saves the
advertising processing time - in the past, the
whole designing and printing process took
about one month for printed ads, but now it
only takes three or four days for mobile. This
31
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Source: CScout Japan, http://www.cscoutjapan.com/en/index.php/mcdonalds-testing-ic-card-kazasu-coupon/
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

benefits marketers as they are more flexible
and accurate – they can decide what products
to promote based on actual sales and
inventories,” a Japanese advertising expert
said. “Mobile advertising and e-coupons also
allow marketers to track consumers’
behaviours and purchasing history, which
marketers can use for better marketing
communications.”

find healthy recipes and download the
shopping list for the recipes on their mobile
phones.

Cybermedia K.K.
Based in: Tokyo, Japan
http://ad-comm.com/new/cybermedia/index_e.php
http://blog.cyber-media.co.jp/en.php

Cybermedia is a digital communications
agency in Japan, specialising in Web and
mobile strategies. With the association with the
Ad-comm Group, it also provides clients with
the rest of communications strategies.
Notable Campaigns:
• Oxygen O2
Oxygen O2, a mineral water brand in Japan,
launched a campaign with QR Codes on
newspaper and magazine ads to drive people to
the mobile site.
On the mobile site, users can access various
types of information, including the O2 mobile
club membership, mobile newsletter, event
guide for sport/beauty events, mobile flash
games, animated wallpapers, ring tones and
videos.
QR codes on the Oxygen O2 PC site also
drives users to the mobile site, where they can
32

Source: Cybermedia K.K.
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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• Volvo V70
VOLVO also launched a campaigns featuring a
QR Code in newspaper ads, which generates
traffic to mobile sites.

Based in Madrid and with a presence in 17
countries in Europe and Latin America, Bems
develops business models for the newspaper
industry based in 2-D barcode technology.
Bems has developed eight business models to
generate revenues using 2-D barcodes printed
in the newspapers' paper editions. The business
models use editorial content, advertising,
classifieds, services and more.
“There is a global movement driven by the
network operators to launch this technology
worldwide,” said David Gutiérrez, CEO of Bems.
“The 2-D barcodes deliver to the newspapers
interactivity, multimedia and durability.”
• Notable campaign 1: El País
El País is the most circulated daily paper in
Spain. According to the 2005 Estudio General
de Medios (General Media Study), it has about
2.1 million readers.

Source: Cybermedia K.K.
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

2-D Barcodes in Europe
QR Code on Poster, UK

El País launched a pilot trial of 2-D barcoding
during the summer of 2008 with different
actions, including:
– Real estate agency’s campaign with multidimensional codes, June 2008
Gilmar, a real estate agency, is the first company
in Spain to try 2-D barcodes in a campaign.
Barcodes can be found in magazines,
newspapers, posters, billboards, fairs and even
in their offices, which link to more information
on the mobile sites.

Source : http://www.giagia.co.uk/2007/09/11/spread-the-virus/
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Bems
Countries served: 17 countries of Europe and Latin
America
CEO: David Gutiérrez

Source: Bems

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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– A Direct access to the home of the mobile
site, July 2008
El País, owned by parent group PRISAcom
S.A., launched a campaign that provided its
customers a new way of reading the newspaper.
Readers scan the bar codes using their mobile
devices and are directed to the mobile site
elpais.com, where they can access the paper
throughout the day from their mobiles.

Source: Bems

Warner Bros. Entertainment Spain
incorporated the 2-D barcodes in its launch
campaign for the film The Dark Knight,
facilitating the downloading of the trailer of
the film.
– A contest offering a free night in a hotel with
a spa treatment, August 2008
El País launched an advertisement featuring a
game based on 2-D barcodes, sponsored by
Fontecruz hotels. Readers can capture the code
and instantly participate in the game.

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

– Trailer of the Batman movie included in a
promotional campaign with merchandising,
July 2008

Source: Bems

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

These actions obtained more than 10,000
readers downloading the application and
snapping the codes.
• Notable Campaign 2 - O JOGO
O Jogo is a daily sport newspaper in Portugal,
and launched a 2-D barcode campaign with the
Euro Cup in June 2008. The codes can be
found all over the newspaper, and users can
scan them in order to:

Source: Bems
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– Receive updates in real time
– Convert the offline into online, downloading
multimedia pictures, goals and special short
movies from the inside of the Portuguese
National selection
– Get the match broadcast minute by minute in
real time
– Access the interactive service where readers
could leave a message to the players
– Sell content for mobile
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The result of this campaign was very
impressive. About half of the daily newspaper
readers downloaded the application and
snapped on a regular basis.

AFTONBLADET’S MOBILE TAGGING
STRATEGY
Mobile tagging is a tailor-made strategy for
print media in a time of transition to digital.
Inspired by the creative and widespread use of
mobile tags in Japan, one of the largest
newspapers in Scandinavia, Aftonbladet in
Sweden, launched a strategic plan to use
mobile tagging in both editorial and
advertising in their afternoon tabloid in
October 2008.

Drive Traffic from Print to Mobile
• In-depth from
• print article
• Article commentary
• Editor’s tips

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Aftonbladet’s editor-in-chief, Jan Helin,
experienced Japan’s love affair with mobile
tags first-hand on a visit there last year, and
decided to export the technology to his
newspaper’s readership. The introduction must
be detailed and inspiring, so Aftonbladet’s
readership will be motivated to try it out, he
reasoned.
Aftonbladet published a 16-page printed
special section on tagging last October, and
thus began the newspaper’s foray into
publishing tags in stories and advertisements
in order for readers to link to related and
compelling information on the mobile Web
site. Among the content in the supplement
were:

Source: Bems

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

• Background about mobile media in
Scandinavia
• Explanation about mobile 2-D barcodes and
how they are used in Japan
• Thorough tutorials on how to use mobile
tags, and how to download the necessary
software onto your mobile
• Clickable ads to experiment with the
technology
• James Bond movie contest to win tickets to
the premier. The promotion contained a mobile
tag
35
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• Words from the editor in chief, Jan Helin,
about how mobile tagging could be useful in
Sweden
• Editorial content with links through the
mobile tags to related video, audio and text
information
Björn Modee, a consultant and project leader
for the mobile tagging strategy and former
business development director for Yahoo! In
Sweden, was tasked with researching the
various tag formats and choosing the best
option for Aftonbladet, along with the decision
makers at the company. Of the 70+ 2-D
barcodes on the market, not all have an
integrated back office that allows the company
to use information for transactions and to
segment those who respond to a 2-D code in
the newspaper.
“We did very thorough research on the major
codes, such as QR and Upcode,” Modee said.
“The code has to support the defacto standard.
There are so many lookalikes, and it’s really
confusing. Many codes are pretty ugly.
Imagine putting a code on top of a
photograph.”
Modee explained how they ultimately decided
on their tagging technology. “We stumbled
across a Swiss company called Beetag. The
good thing is that it works with the defacto
standard, works well in print, and you can
brand it in logos. You can use it for
transactions. It’s not quite as ugly as the
others.”
The strategy to use mobile tags was aggressive
from the start, both in editorial and advertising.
Codes are used for four editorial initiatives:
• Bridging the printed newspaper articles with
the website
• Links to multimedia, including WebTV news,
movie snippets and audio
• Up-to-the-minute content throughout the day
on breaking news stories
• Premium content as a part of loyalty
programmes
Part of Aftonbladet’s “Taggvertising”
promotion to advertisers, explaining the
various ways to use taggvertising in
advertisements.
In April, Aftonbladet introduced five
“Taggvertising” types to its advertisers and
readers. 2-D barcodes are added to print
36

advertisements in four categories:
• Linked to mobile Web sites, which provides
more information on the offer
• Linked to a page created by Aftonbladet, in
case the advertiser does not have a mobile Web
site. The page could contain a special deal on
happy hours, for example
• A contest tag advertisement takes readers to a
contest page to enter to win a prize
• Loyalty tags are placed on print ad
campaigns, and when a user clicks on the ads,
a new message can be delivered to the user
• Small ad format where the tag is the
advertisement, which can link to show trailers
or merchandise samples
“We launched just recently, and taggvertising
has created a lot of interest,” Modee said. “The
challenge is ad departments are split between
online and print. In many ways this is a
traditional print form, bringing together both
elements. Which advertising department is in
charge? It’s confusing…is it print or digital?
It’s a learning curve.”
Over the first six months, there were just over
100,000 downloads of the Beeline tagging
software necessary to link print and mobile.
The majority of the downloads came from
traditional phones, with only 15,000 from
iPhones and 2,000 from Android-enabled
phones.
The most popular clicked-on ad was the
contest for James Bond tickets, with 9,000
links. The tag was embedded in a two-page
advertisement. The next most popular was for
a small Nokia ad, which featured a contest.
Within the first three months, the software had
been downloaded 75,000 times, with 50,000 of
them trying various tags in the newspapers.
About 25,000 tagged more than a few times,
he said. Each daily newspaper has about six
tags to link, he said. They also introduced
personal tags in the white pages, so users don’t
have to type numbers. “We haven’t been able
to measure the response yet,” he said.
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Among editorial content with tags, the usage
patterns range from just a handful of linkers
and up to 1,000 people, Modee said. “We get
between 300 and 1,000 tags every day,
depending on the quality of the stories.”
While the rate of growth is slow, it’s steady.
Modee and others at Aftonbladet have high
hopes for mobile tagging for the future.
“I think this will eventually become as big as
in Japan. In order to create a tipping point in
Scandinavia, tagging must become widely
used beyond Aftonbladet. Another logical
application using tags at the grocery store,
scanning a bar code on an item, and learning
more on the mobile Web site,” he said.
“Right now, the technology isn’t good
enough on some phones. The optical ability
isn’t good enough. Soon, the technology will
be pre-installed on the mobiles, and that will
make a big difference.”

2-D Barcodes in the United States
2-D barcodes are on the rise in recent years in
the United States. However, there are dozens
of codes and no standard set up yet. Some of
the most well known examples include:
JAGTAG 2-D barcode, EZcode, and Data
Matrix.

2-D Barcodes in U.S.
JAGTAG
2-D Barcode

EZcode

Source:
www.jagtag.com

Source: Wikipedia

Data Matrix

Source: Wikipedia

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

JAGTAG
Founded in: 2006
Country served: U.S.
CEO: Dudley Fizpatrick
www.jagtag.com

JAGTAG is a 2-D barcode system in the
United States that does not require an
application pre-installed on mobile handsets
before users’ requesting the brand's offering.

Marketers want their advertising measurable,
said Dudley Fitzpatrick, CEO of JAGTAG.
“We create new ad inventory as well as
sponsorship opportunities,” he said.
However, “we will not push non-requested
messages to consumers.”
2-D barcodes can create new ad inventory, as
well as sponsorship opportunities to
newspaper publishers, said Fitzpatrick.
For example, if there is a print ad about new
movie release, a mobile barcode can be put
in the ad. Readers can then scan the code and
see the trailer on their mobiles. Or, if there is
an ad about the recent golf open, users can
get more information on players, games,
schedules, etc. through the code, and
newspapers could probably get sponsorship
from the match, Fitzpatrick explained.
Users take a picture and send it to JAGTAG,
and then JAGTAG will send the information,
such as video, audio or text, back in an MMS
or a WAP link format. Users do not need to
pre-install an application on the mobile
phones, and JAGTAG sends out the content,
such as video, audio, or text, in a MMS
format, instead of directing users to a mobile
Web sites.
“Right now in the U.S., except iPhone users,
most people don’t know how to download
applications on the mobile devices,” said
Fitzpatrick. “Only about 35 percent of all
mobile users have a mobile Web plan now,
while another 65 percent don’t. So JAGTAG
allows users to decide whether they want an
MMS or WAP link according to phone types
and data plans.”
About three out of four camera phone users
have an MMS messaging plan, so they do not
need to pay a fee when sending photos to
JAGTAG. For those remaining 25 percent,
they will be charged a standard messaging
fee by their carrier. In addition, JAGTAG
gets paid by advertisers per engagement, or
when they send out an MMS or WAP link to
a user, Fitzpatrick said.
There is currently no 2-D barcode standard
in the United States. “It will take at least
three to five years to set up a standard and
make it popular,” he said. JAGTAG is
currently offering a mobile content delivery
solution, but will work on an applicationbased system in the future.
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From newspaper to media
Ulrike Handel, General Manager, Welt
Gruppe/Berliner Morgenpost
Handel described a new strategy that expands
Die Welt’s brand across all media platforms –
print, Internet, mobile and television – a
strategy that led to profit in 2007 after three
years of losses.
The reason is simple: “Internet is gaining
ground as primary news source,” Handel said.
“Sixty-five percent of Internet users access
news sites at least once a month, making
news the most popular type of Web sites
visited.”
Mobile is up and coming, and has a strong
future, she said. Mobile advertising is sold
through multi-channel ad packages. QR Codes
are used to link users from print to free mobile
content. The result is almost a million page
impressions on mobile per month.
Handel described the changes at Die Welt as a
result, including:
• Chief editors of all publications work at a
single desk, as do journalists in the same
department, no matter what the publication.

WELT Mobile
• WELT ONLINE articles, finance
• and sport news
• Archive with more than 600,000 articles
• for free
• QR-Codes link print to mobile content
800.000 Pl/Month

• The workflow from Web to print occurs on
one newsroom, where 400 journalists create
articles for all channels and media from 5 a.m.
to midnight.
• There is one brand across all media.
• Cross-media advertising sales are pursued
aggressively.
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• New product development is also pursued
aggressively, with products including branded
merchandising (books, cds and even wine and
chocolates).
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4. Mobile technologies
and platforms for newspapers
Hardware and software technology plays a key
role in the burgeoning growth patterns for
mobile, working hand-in-hand with content
improvements. Faster networks, computer-like
handsets, efficient browsers and audience
analytics all enhance content and accelerate
the rate of adoption by consumers. The
following companies are helping media
companies grow their mobile businesses
through developing the technologies and
strategies that enable slick mobile operations.

Mobile – Play it all the Way
By Anders Børde, Marketing Director,
MORE Mobile Relations
The drumbeat of bad news about the
newspaper industry has been relentless. We’ve
all heard the reasons: Shrinking readership.
Eroding ad revenues. Inability to attract new or
younger readers.
So what can mobile platforms and concepts do
to help newspapers?
As a long-time reader of newspapers, I’ve

known the following to be true: Newspapers
have content, still the most important
ingredient in the communications mix.
Newspapers, at least the ones with a decent
digital strategy, are surpassing the many “news
portals” in Scandinavia because of their
stockpiles of news, sport and entertainment
content. Sites developed by newspapers in
Scandinavia are much more akin to portals
than news sites, whose traffic exceeds portals
such as Spray.se, Yahoo! And MSN.
Despite the challenging news landscape
compared with the 90s, I believe newspapers
will play an important role in pushing forward
in mobile Internet. I also believe any
successful newspaper will need to succeed on
all the major digital platforms, with mobile as
only one of them.
As marketing manager of MORE, a company
helping other companies develop mobile
relations towards their different stakeholders, I
will try to comment on some areas where I see
mobile making an impact on the future of the
newspaper business.
39
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FUTURE PROOF CHANNEL STRATEGY:
MOBILE PRESENCE A MUST
Mobile browsing is picking up. A study by
dotMobi and AKQA in May 2008 shows that
in the United States and the United Kingdom,
55 percent of mobile phone subscribers are
browsing every week, while 20 percent are
browsing every day. In many countries the
operator portals are still the most frequently
visited. This is mostly due to pre-installed
bookmarks. In Norway, where newspapers
have been quite early in building their mobile
presence, we can see they now attract more
users (browsers) than the biggest operators.
There is no doubt a future-proof newspaper
channel strategy means a strong mobile
presence. And the more browsers newspapers
receive, the more they will gain in clickthroughs and advertising revenue. Today that
means a mobile site being developed should be
based on the following guidelines, according
to dotMobi:
1: The mobile Web is mobile
2: Context is king
3: The devices are (very) different
4: Forget your dotcom thinking. You need
unique content and design
5: Never forget rules 1 to 4
In short, your mobile presence should also
include applications. The iPhone has given
mobile applications a new start. The improved
user experience you can achieve in a
“controlled” application environment is good
for the content presentation as well as your
brand.

BRIDGE THE CHANNELS, ENHANCE THE
NEWS EXPERIENCE

In Sweden one of the major tabloid
newspapers, Aftonbladet, last year launched its
mobile tags concept (see article in Chapter 2).
The idea is to increase the experience of the
printed paper by giving the reader an
opportunity to access multimedia content
related to the print article. The technology is
widely known from Japan and South Korea but
has not yet reached any critical usage in
Europe.
Besides giving an extra dimension to the
printed paper, the mobile tags are an excellent
instrument to link the different channels
together. The “news experience,” such as a
concert, for example, can start with an article
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in the printed version. By scanning a mobile
tag, users can view a short TV clip from the
concert on their mobiles. The experience
begins in print, and ends at the Web where the
whole concert can be seen together with other
relevant content.

INCREASE ADVERTISING REVENUES
THROUGH NEW INVENTORY
According to Aftonbladet, advertising on its
mobile portal is picking up, though from low
levels. Click-through rates are 10 times as
high on the mobile banners compared with
Web banners. Significant revenues from the
portal banners are still a couple of years
ahead. However, new advertisement products
can be created by including the mobile
elements. Bundled packages including
inventory and interaction in the various
channels can create new interest among
advertisers, especially if you are able to
provide good consultative advice on how
these channels work together.
In addition to the bundled packages,
Aftonbladet could create five new advertising
products based only on the mobile tags
concept. For example, advertisers with smaller
budgets could buy smaller ads for teasing
messages. The rest of the content would be
accessed via the mobile.

ATTRACT, WIN AND DEVELOP NEW
CUSTOMERS

To attract new customers, mobile can play
different roles. Common techniques are to
bolt on a “call to action” response on the
advertisement. People who want to subscribe
to the paper can text in a simple code exposed
on a print or TV ad, and someone from sales
call centre contacts them to complete the
sales.
A more sophisticated way of attracting new
readers and subscribers is to create a different
type of mobile Web community. Aftonbladet is
finding that targeting the young audience can
pay off in terms of subscribers, as well as a
premium Web service for €2 per month.
Through these communities, newspaper
companies can build sound relations with new
potential user groups and probably will even
build opt-in databases that give permission to
communicate offers via the mobile.
Newspapers that have the opportunity to talk
to customers (not only distributing content) on
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so many channels and several times every day
are in a unique position to build rich relations
with their audiences. I believe a newspapers,
as well as any other type of company, cannot
take the risk of not communicating with
customers over the mobile platform. It will
simply be expected.

DEVELOP ROLE AS INFO HUB IN SMALLER
COMMUNITIES
Many local newspapers in smaller
communities take on the large responsibility of
providing citizens with information and news
from authorities and public institutions.
Typically this could be local construction,
traffic, weather, school info or local events.
In 2008, Telenor and MORE conducted a Web
survey on attitudes toward different types of
mobile marketing concepts. The study showed
that 80 percent to 90 percent of the
respondents were positive toward receiving
relevant community-related information on
their mobiles. I believe the local newspaper,
together with local authorities, can develop a
set of useful mobile services that can improve
citizen satisfaction. And remember, the mobile
is also a very good tool for polling responses
and opinions on different types of activities.
That is somehow entertaining reading and
sometimes highly relevant for the local
authorities.

TRAIN AND INSPIRE YOUR EMPLOYEES
Last but not least, let’s have a look at how
mobile can be used internally in a newspaper
organisation. The mobile is a great tool to
ensure efficient information flow in a
company. In Norway, Telenor mobile is now
used as a complement to the intranet to ensure
employees are informed about important news
and events in the organisation. Some
companies also use mobile to send out
recorded video messages (MMS) from
management to ensure some extra impact
when important messages have to come
through, with Christmas greetings to all
employees as an example.
Mobile is also a brilliant tool to carry out
different types of training and motivational
programmes. Large groups spread across
different locations can benefit from mobile
training programmes. Cost can be saved and
impact and involvement seems very good if
execution is done right.

ADVICE ON MOBILE STRATEGIES
Let me try to sum up with some advice:
• Mobile should not be considered as
“experimental new business.” Mobile is a part
of your total offline and online channel mix
and a mobile strategy should be a part of your
overall strategy.
• Based on your overall strategy, what position,
what products to what users, develop a mobile
strategy that can deliver on these overall
objectives.
• Gain insight on the audience you want to
reach. You might decide not to please
everyone. You might find it not feasible to
serve the “lost generation” - those still holding
on to their Nokia 6110.
• Make sure you have focus internally and
some dedicated resources to develop the
mobile channels and the tactics that will make
it work. Competencies within mobile and cross
media are required. And remember, mobile is
not the Web.
• Develop a step-by-step execution plan.
Ensure you learn on your way, so you can later
plug in what you have learned into your next
activities. We will still be in trial and error
phase for some time, but the best companies
will learn faster and get a competitive
advantage.
• Ensure employees at management level have
a smartphone (iPhone or similar), so
understanding and enthusiasm is created
among decision makers.

Mobile Analytics
London-based mobile analytics firm Bango
gives independent data about mobile Web site
performance, including mobile advertising and
search marketing information. It is used by the
Financial Times, MTV and Gameloft, among
others.
As publishers increasingly take on developing
their presence on mobile, “what they're finding
is the analytics tools they use in the Web world
aren't right for the mobile world. One of the
reasons is there are so many handsets and so
many network connections. We saw over 1,800
different devices people use to access the Web
via mobile. On the PC, you have four or five
browsers, so it's a much simpler world with PCs,”
said Sarah Keefe, vice president of marketing at
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Bango. “Browsers in the Web world can't detect
the detail in the mobile world.”

Keefe said the Financial Times is using Bango
to identify unique users, so that when they
access the site via their mobiles at m.ft.com,
the site has been customised based on the
user's preferences, such as the stock feeds they
access most.
“We pass them the unique user ID, they look
up in their database what the user preferences
are, and they deliver it to the users,” Keefe
explained. “On mobile the screen is small, so
it's a better user experience – it's already there
and they don't have to browse for it.”

MONETIZATION

An example of mobile site analysis, broken
down by visitors, revenue, countries,
operators and devices.
Source: Bango.net Limited
© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009

Analytics firms like Bango give independent
audited data showing the number of visitors,
and can drill down into that information to
better market the site's mobile audience. For
example, unique users are identified by an IP
address on PCs, whereas on mobiles, IP
addresses are usually the operator gateway,
and not the individual mobile handset. This
means mobile analytics firms must assign a
unique user ID for every person that browses
that is independent of the network connection,
Keefe explained.
Just as with PC users, mobile analytics firms
can measure unique visitors, page views and
the country the user is coming from. For
mobile, they can also view the networks
people are coming in on, as well as types of
handsets and percentage of the audience that is
using a video-enabled handset. Knowing
which handsets people are using is important
to knowing how to optimise the mobile site,
she said.
“Say I come in (to a Web site) through
Verizon, and go home and get on Wifi on my
home network. Bango can detect that it's the
same user that is coming in through a different
network connection. This is important when
looking at unique users. You can see the
crossover too; you can see people coming back
again ... you can also drill down, see what they
did, where they came from, where they went
on the site.”
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Other than using analytics to give advertisers
more reason to advertise on a site, streamlined
payment options are increasingly important in
monetizing mobile, with publishers selling
things like premium content, games or
ringtones.
Third-party billing services, such as what
Bango offers for mobile, provides the Web site
with billing Web pages.
For example, the Web site tells Bango how
much the piece of content costs. The user is
transferred to Bango, where they pay for the
content, and then they are automatically sent
back to the content. The charge goes on the
phone bill, and Bango collects the money for
the content creator.
Bango currently has one-click payments set up
with mobile providers such as AT&T, Virgin
and T-Mobile. If the user has a mobile provider
that has not opened up to third-party billing, or
is in a country where Bango can't put the
charge on the phone bill, the user can pay on a
credit card, said Keefe.
“For newspapers, it's a good source of extra
revenue, and newspapers are normally very
clever in the content they provide – it's always
very relevant to users,” Keefe said. “Major
publishers are moving well into this area, and
smaller ones will make the next step.”
Keefe said one trend she has seen in working
with Bango is that mobile mirrors what is
happening on the Internet.
Many content providers “think users are
localised to their country, and they might be
surprised at the amount of traffic coming from
out of their region,” she said. “Understanding
who is accessing your content, and from what
devices, is key.”
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Implementing a Mobile Strategy
Switzerland-based international media group
Edipresse Publications SA publishes more
than 200 magazines, daily newspapers and Web
sites in Europe and Asia, including daily
newspaper Le Matin in French Switzerland, and
magazines Elle in Romania and Tatler across
Asia.
The group's digital vision is “to provide the
right information and services through the
appropriate channel during the whole day,”
whether it be through traditional media, like
print, radio or TV, or through the Internet,
mobile or DVD multimedia, according to Marc
Lamarche, product manager of mobile media
in the digital and business development
department at Edipresse.
Edipresse's mobile strategy is based on four
pillars: Mobile Internet, Applications, Services
and Direct Marketing.
Objectives for Mobile Internet are:
• Generate revenues
• Increase global brand market share
• Increase brand awareness through mobile support

Source: Edipresse Publications ASA

• Provide the right information at the right moment
• Build and qualify the mobile database
These objectives are met through content, such
as news, classifieds, weather and mobile
applications; statistics and tracking, audience
monetization, audience qualification and
advertisers and crossmedia.
Objectives for Applications are:
• Generate advertising revenue through
subscriptions and contests
• Increase global market share
• Increase brand awareness through mobile
• Provide the right news at the right moment
• Build and qualify the mobile database
Through applications Edipresse can extend
print and Web information for road, sports and
breaking news information on mobiles, as well
as inviting mobile users to participate in
contests.
Objectives for the Services pillar are:
• Generate revenues
• Build and qualify the mobile database
• Make the newspaper interactive
• Give the right news at the right moment

© World Association of Newspapers 2008-2009
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Source: Edipresse Publications ASA

Service products to achieve the objectives are:
contests via SMS for advertisers; usergenerated content in which users participate
through SMS, MMS or voice; the stock
exchange, for which users can subscribe to an
SMS or SE service; MMS picture, in which
users can dowload a picture of the classified;
Chat SMS, in which users can engage in the
publisher's SMS Dating service.
When it comes to Edipresse's fourth pillar,
Direct Marketing, the group's objective is to
allow advertisers to build, qualify and optimise
their database to enable more interactive
communication, thus reaching targets more
efficiently. Communication should be nonintrusive, in context and personalised.
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5. Why Mobile is an Opportunity
for Newspaper Companies
Newspaper companies are learning from their
experiences in print and online, and are
forming and executing mobile strategies to
offer content conducive to mobile. As many
have gained footholds in the mobile arena,
they are testing monetization strategies and
learning more about their audiences.

Distribution and Monetization
The world’s newspapers are beginning to make
mobile phones a vibrant channel for content,
and a lucrative revenue channel. Shaping the
Future of the Newspaper interviewed several
executives responsible for mobile operations at
their companies, and learned how they are
making distribution deals with telecoms,
making money with advertising and
subscriptions and how they are expanding their
offerings to smartphones, including iPhones.

• Atsushi Sato, deputy manager of the digital
media division, Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo,
www.asahi.com
• José Cerezo, director of research and
analysis, Prisacom, Madrid,
www.prisacom.com
• Marcus Austin, mobile product manager,
Guardian News & Media, London,
www.guardian.co.uk
• Roger Dunbar, vice president of digital
media and business development, Globe and
Mail, Toronto, www.globeandmail.com
• Valery Levchenko, deputy director general,
Ria Novosti, Russian News and Information
Agency, Moscow, http://en.rian.ru/
• Dag Erlend Lohne Mohn, Head of mobile,
A-pressen Interaktiv, Oslo, http://www.api.no/

The following is a recap of the question and
answer sessions conducted by SFN via e-mail
with:

• Matt Jones, Vice President, Mobile Strategy
& Operations, Gannett Digital / USA Today,
United States, http://m.usatoday.com/

• Jo Christian Oterhals, CEO, VG
Multimedia AS, Oslo, http://www.vg.no/

SFN: How long have you been providing
mobile content to your users, and through
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which telecoms? From your experience, what
are the top three to five things to know when
negotiating a paid content deal with telecoms?

• Revenue sharing for the product
• Collaborative marketing actions for the
launch: Operator’s investment plan

VG: It depends on what you define as paid
content deals. Almost none of us are charging
users for traditional news content. What we do,
however, is that we have a lot of services, most
of them SMS based, where we charge users for
delivering the solution to the crossword
puzzle, accessing video content, directory
services (look up of phone numbers), etc.

Guardian Media Group: The Guardian first
started out with mobile content with a directto-consumer WAP version of The Guardian
Web site back in 2000, and soon moved over
to use an offline service from AvantGo, which
has been running ever since. In 2008 the
Guardian decided it was time to re-enter the
market, and work was started on a dedicated
direct-to-consumer mobile site
(m.guardian.co.uk) produced by a third-party,
Bluestar Mobile (www.bluestarmobile.com)
using the Fabric mobile platform from
MobileIQ (www.mobileiq.co.uk). In addition
to the direct-to-consumer solution, The
Guardian is also looking at distribution deals
with telecoms operators in the UK, but we
anticipate that this will only form a small part
of our overall mobile traffic.

As for the deals: As you may know, Norway is
not a "walled garden" market, compared to
Japan, for instance. In principle, anyone can
enter the market with mobile services. It
requires the set-up of a gateway, and the
provider of the gateway provides the systems
that interface to various mobile operators. The
principle is profit sharing with the different
operators, but the rates are now pretty
standardised. Around 1999/2000 when all this
started to take off, the profit share operators
wanted was sky high. We did a lot of stuff to
bring this down. What we ended up doing was
using the central organisation (MBL) of the
newspapers to identify and standardise on a
micro payment system for the Web, and
explicitly told that if necessary, we would use
this system and charge online and send the
content to the end users for "free" (from the
operator's standpoint). I think this helped move
the operators a little, but most of all I think
market maturity is what has brought the share
of profits down a little – they see that volume
is better on the long term than short term
revenue optimising.
Asahi: We don't actually negotiate a paid
content deal with telecom providers. Japanese
mobile content service like imode is almost
based upon the system designed by telecom
providers. We especially didn't discuss the
revenue share rate with telecom providers.
At that time, we made decisions based on the
suggestion of telecom providers and then
started it.
Prisacom: The company has been offering
mobile content since 2000. The content is
offered through the three main operators in
Spain: Orange, Vodafone and Movistar. When
we negotiate, our main things to take into
account are:
• The position and product discovery that is
going into the operator’s portal
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Globe and Mail: We have been experimenting
with mobile content for approximately two
years. We do not work directly with telecoms
but rather have set up a .mobi site that can be
accessed by a user from any smartphone on
any carrier’s service using a downloadable
application. There are three carriers of any size
in Canada: 1) Rogers (also a media company);
2) Bell (a shareholder); and 3) Telus. With
respect to partnership, I wouldn’t say there are
any specific things worth knowing… in
Canada, the fees for data are 3x the U.S. and
the carriers take most of the revenue from any
deal. Subsequently, adoption has been slow.
RIA Novosti: RIA Novosti was one of the first
news agencies to start providing mobile
content in Russia and the CIS in 2004, and
currently leads in the volume, quality,
efficiency and formats in which information is
provided.
The Agency is cooperating with the largest
mobile operators, content and service
providers and mobile vendors, producing
content to order and providing brand content
through partners and its own services to
corporate and private users.
A-pressen: Our best experience when
negotiating with telcos is working through our
national association of media companies
(MBL). This means all media companies
working together to achieve best possible
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conditions. A-pressen tevenue share models
are roughly 30/70 telco/media company. This
is after VAT withdrawal. The standard CPAdeals are very similar from one telco to
another. They differ from each other with less
than 1 percent. Higher end user prices are
slightly better seen from a media company's
view.

the information you need to charge her for
content in a simple way (without even sending
an overcharged SMS); it can be an identifier
for personalised services; the geo information
can be used to provide useful local advertising
to the user, etc. So negotiating here is not only
about percentages, it's also about access to
useful user information.

USA Today: We started our mobile business in
1997 or 1998. Those were early days before
text messaging. We provided breaking news
messages to pagers; in those days that’s how
you got in touch with people. We had WAP 1.0
products and worked with all major telecom
providers: AT&T, Verizon and Sprint. We
worked with Palm devices. I keep a drawer full
of these old devices. It’s amazing how far
we’ve come. In order to negotiate a deal with
the telecoms, you have to understand their
needs. They want to sell their data minutes; we
want the service to work well. They invest
hundreds of dollars to develop a new customer.
The telecoms want to make sure it works out
well. They want content to help them meet
their needs.

Prisacom: There is a specific process
depending on each type of content, the mobile
market in each country and of different mobile
phone operators.

SFN: Can you explain the step-by-step
approach to negotiating with telecoms?
Many newspaper companies are just getting
started with their relationship with telecoms.
VG: I think it's important to remember that
even though you as a single newspaper may be
a dominant player in your market, you will
always be dwarfed by the telcos. They're
almost without exception giants compared to
you. If you're part of a bigger group, use the
group's negotiating power; if you're a member
of a larger organisation, try using the
organisation. What's important, though, is that
I think no one should postpone implementing
their mobile strategies while waiting for
optimal deals. Start now, learn and get the
business going. It's better to make some money
than no money. And over time you'll be in a
better position to negotiate better deals. One
thing to remember, though: Negotiating deals
with mobile content providers is not only
about money! The telcos know a lot about their
users – their phone number, where they're
located geographically, etc. This is information
they do not necessarily want to share to begin
with, but you'll be able to use this information
for lots of stuff if you can get access to it. If
you know a user's phone number when he or
she accesses your mobile site, you also have

GMG: In 2008 we established that we had an
increasing amount of user traffic to the main
www.guardian.co.uk site from mobile users,
particularly smartphone users using iPhones,
Nokia N95s and BlackBerrys. So, we took the
decision to build a direct-to-consumer site,
which we knew we could build in a matter of
months, and to talk to telecoms operators and
and other third parties such as phone
manufacturers and virtual networks about
using Guardian content on their platforms. We
now have a distribution deal with a third-party,
Momac (www.momac.net), which has built a
news site on the Three UK (www.three.co.uk)
telecoms network.
Globe and Mail: Again, they all have set deals
that are largely not negotiable in our market.
It’s an oligopoly with strong regional
strengths. You’re basically screwed on any
deals, data fees are very high and potential
revenue quite low.
RIA Novosti: When negotiating with
telecoms, you should know which content is in
demand now; which content will be in demand
in the future (this entails surveys of global
trends and policies keeping you one step ahead
of others); what you can offer from the content
and in what amount; how the material will be
processed (by the newspaper or the partner);
on which conditions to transfer copyright for
the material; and how much to charge for your
content.
USA Today: I would say if I was just getting
started, and looking at it from a global point of
view, I would look at the business models out
there. Is there a subscription, micropayment,
advertising models? Or a hybrid? That’s the
first question to ask. Starting there, the
operators are just going to be distribution
partners, there may not be a pay model or
licensing model involving the carriers. Some
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pay and some don’t. Content is a commodity
and they could get it anywhere. It’s important to
understand your relationships with operators.
Sometimes they will pay a licensing fee, a
monthly fee or advertising revenue share.
Here’s a good way to look at it: if a carrier
provides distribution to a publisher, then the
carrier is apt to participate in a revenue share.
If a publisher is providing a new audience,
then publishers get all of the profits.
SFN: How much revenue share is typical in
your country when you partner with the
telecoms for your content?
VG: If something costs NOK 10, NOK 2.50 is
VAT and the rest is divided 50/50 between us
and the telcos.
Asahi: It was said that our revenue share rate
is high in Japan (90 percent for Asahi and 10
percent for telecom). We don't think Japanese
content revenue share rate is high. We don't
receive the data transfer fee. When the flat rate
of data transfer fee was not popular, we
thought that telecom providers received much
more revenue.
Prisacom: Depends on the content:
• In music, about 55 percent
• In information, 70 percent
• For alerts: 25 percent
GMG: Revenue share depends on the amount,
and type of content you’re supplying, and the
telecoms operator. There’s no industry
standard.
Globe and Mail: Anywhere from 50 percent
to 80 percent is taken off the top.
Ria Novosti: There is not a set share of
revenue in Russia. The current practice is that
the mobile operator receives 50 percent to 60
percent of revenue and the rest is distributed
between the technical partner (if any) and the
content provider. The share is determined
individually in each particular case and
depends on many factors, such as the exclusive
nature of the content, its volume and
multimedia nature, the demand, the frequency
of renewal, efficiency, whether the provider is
a known brand in the market, who holds the
copyright for the content, etc.
USA Today: It depends on the product. For
the iPhone it is 70 percent content providers
and 30 percent Apple. For an alert service,
such as baseball or football alerts, it’s typically
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50-50. For Apple, they are changing the
iPhone software soon, which will give the
ability to do different tiers of payments for
publishers. For example, if we had a sports app
and we charged 99 cents for that download, we
could also charge for the NFL app, the golf
app, etc. Traffic for iPhone users is healthy:
1.5 million downloads for USA Today, which
is frequently in first place for free news mobile
app. We surpass one million monthly users and
page views are in the tens of millions. The
product is very sticky.
SFN: How many mobile Web sites do you
publish? Are you making a profit? How many
users do you have?
VG: We have three. Two for VG Nett and one
for Nettby, our successful teen community.
Our versions for VG Nett contains one for
“all” mobile phones, while the second one is
enhanced for the iPhone and similar high-end
devices.
Asahi: Ten years ago, we built 13 mobile Web
sites and now have more than one million
subscribers. The sites and monthly
subscription fees are:
Mobile Search Price/Month Contents
Asahi
$1 USD
General, sports news,
NikkanSports
and sports results
Chiezo
$1 USD
Words dictionary
and database service
for articles
Asahi Lifeline $2 USD
Emergency information
News
CNN Mobile
$3 USD
Japanese and English
CNN News
Asahi Mobile
$3 USD
Streaming video news
Station
for 3G
Nikkan Genino $2 USD
Show-biz and
entertainment news
and information
World Baseball $2 USD
MLB news and
information
Nikkan Keiba $2 USD
Horse-racing news
Asahi Nikkan $1/3/5 USD Ring tone downloads
Melozo
Nikkan Battle $2 USD
K1, PRIDE, boxing,
wrestling, smo-wrestling
news and info
Mobile Car
$3 USD
Motor news, car photos,
Graphic
sound and movies
Asahi Otona
$3/5/10 USD Electronic books
no Hondana
and comics
Asahi Nikkan $2 USD
Sports columns
Insight

Prisacom: We have four mobile Web sites
under the El País umbrella, plus seven more in
other areas of Prisacom. The El País sites get
600,000 page views per week.
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Off Portal Data: El País: 600,000 page views
per week.
GMG: Two; our m.guardian.co.uk, and a
distributed version of some Guardian news
channels (News, sport, and business) with the
Three network.
Globe and Mail: Just one right now.
RIA Novosti: Currently, RIA Novosti has a
mobile site, pda.rian.ru, and several partner
projects with mobile operators and technical
partners (MTS, Svyaznoy-Zagruzka,
MegaFon, etc.). In the future, each Internet
project will have a version adapted to mobile
devices, with its own set of services.
A-pressen: We publish 56 mobile Web sites at
the moment. We are not making a profit yet, but
on the other hand we are not spending huge
amounts of money or labour. We have about
7,000 to 10,000 unique visitors a week. Page
views: about 80,000 including all newspapers.
SFN: Do you earn advertising revenues on
your mobile Web sites? If not, do you have
plans to do so? If so, do telecoms in any way
benefit from this advertising in terms of a
revenue share?
VG: Yes we have some advertising revenues
on our mobile Web sites. Even though we're
the number one mobile Web site in our market,
this market is still small, so the revenues are
scaled similarly. We expect this to change as
we see extreme growth now, particularly from
the iPhone and iPhone-like devices.
Asahi: Asahi’s mobile revenues are made
through mobile content subscriptions. The imode
service was ruled by the regulation of telecom
providers. Advertising is also especially ruled
by the strong regulation, so we can't test the
big challenges in mobile advertising now.
Prisacom: Yes, we earn advertising revenues
on some Web sites. We want to introduce
advertising in Los 40 and Cinco Días. In Off
Portal there isn’t any revenue sharing with the
operator. In On Portal we are starting the
negotiations.
GMG: Yes, we use a third-party, 4thScreen
(www.4th-screen.com), to sell advertising on
m.guardian.co.uk, and the revenue is shared
between us and 4thScreen.
Globe and Mail: Very little. Approximately
$500,000 CDN a year right now. Adoption has
been slow.

RIA Novosti: Yes, RIA Novosti publishes
advertisements on its mobile Web sites
individually and in packages with Internet
advertising. Telecoms do not benefit from
advertising on WAP resources but they do
benefit from GPRS traffic, and they do not
share their revenues with the resource owner.
USA Today: Across (parent company)
Gannett, we have 106 mobile Web sites, many
on a local level. They are profitable. We have
about four million users monthly across the
network. We must now get everyone on the
same page. We have very large markets and
small markets with only a few people on staff,
with varying degrees of knowledge. We are in
the training and development phase. It’s
beginning to show dividends. Advertisers from
big brands to locally owned car dealers are
beginning to think, “where does mobile fit into
the media mix?” We are seeing big demand
from advertisers, but the percentage we’re
earning is less than one percent of Gannett’s
digital revenue of US$1 billion. Our digital
operation earns north of 10 percent of
Gannett’s overall revenue. That’s growing
given the dropoff of print revenues.
SFN: Do you think there's a future for
mobile advertising for content providers?
How do you envision mobile advertising to be
sold and distributed at your company?
(mobile only, package deals, etc.)
VG: There's absolutely a future for mobile
advertising. Why shouldn't it be? We believe
eyeballs have the same value, no matter if it's
in print, online or on the cell phone. As of
today we sell mobile advertising ourselves and
also provide ads from an ad network. We sell
the mobile specifically, but it's possible to
imagine that mobile could be sold as a part of
a bigger deal. What I don't believe in is to
force anything on the buyer, i.e. force
packages such as “90 percent Web, 10 percent
mobile.” An ad buyer should see the usefulness
of mobile, and not be forced into buying it. But
today the revenues from mobile ads aren't big.
As always, what's most important is to develop
the product itself, drive traffic to it and
establish a position. When this is in place,
monetizing can start for real. I think that the
mobile Internet is just starting up, and frankly
the revenues all of us see today is just a drop
compared to what will come. What
newspapers should be thinking about is not
only mobile ads, but how to use cell phones for
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micro payment. We do that a lot here, and
that's the biggest driver of mobile revenues.
Prisacom: Mobile Advertising is a
complement to the revenue mix. Mobile
advertising could help with the development
of new products and services and increase the
current penetration. Until the increase of
mobile Internet, it’s better to sell packs
Internet/mobile, but there are some advertisers
that prefer mobile because of the
characteristics of the mobile market, which is
currently less saturated than the Internet
market.
Asahi: I think mobile advertising has a future.
But most major enterprises don't have a mobile
site, yet. When mobile marketing is more
popular, we have to try mobile advertising.
GMG: Yes, definitely, the mobile advertising
market seems to be heading the same way as
the standard Web advertising market. It just
lags behind by a few years, and it’s tempered
by screen size and the functionality of the
mobile phone. Smartphones like the iPhone
are showing us what the future of mobile can
look like, but not everyone is going to want a
big screen, and we will have to wait until some
of the functionality available on high-end
phones, like location information, and the
ability to stream video and audio filter down to
the lower-end of the market. We will also need
to wait for faster 3G connections, to get out of
the cities and into the towns, villages and
country before we can start to see video
advertising becoming more commonplace on
mobiles.
Globe and Mail: Yes, there is a future but in
this market there needs to be more
competition. I see bundle deals, not standalone, for the vast majority of clients.
RIA Novosti: Mobile advertising has
incontestable advantages. In particular, WAP
advertising catches the eye, as it takes 10
percent to 20 percent of the screen even in the
textual version. It is also fully interactive, as
the user looking at the ad or clicking a banner
immediately switches to the WAP Web site
where they can interact with the brand online.
Information about the user is provided
immediately, including the region and the
model of his mobile phone, which allows
compiling the user’s social and demographic
portrait and offering him the content he needs.
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Since the number of adverts and the size of the
screen are limited, mobile advertising is not
aggressive and therefore the click-through rate
(CTR) of WAP advertising is higher than of
other Web analogues. Mobile advertising also
makes for a high rate of users’ involvement.
WAP still remains a “toy” for the people open
to innovations and ready to experiment.
However, we should understand that the
distance between such advertising and revenue
could be considerable.
RIA Novosti plans to use all currently
available formats of mobile advertising, and is
considering cooperation with the companies
that have the technical capability to ensure
different types of advertising, such as:
• Banners
• Organising the site as a brand
• Contextual advertising
• Click-to call
• Click-to-download
• Click-to-win
• Click-to-subscribe
• Click for a coupon
• Any other format that may appear in the market
A-pressen: Yes I think there is a future. I think
we will see a mix of selling ourselves and
selling through ad networks. Several ad
networks are now entering the market. Selling
through our own sales department makes it
easier to package the mobile channel with Web
channel. We earn ad revenues, but the figures
are low, approximately €5,000/year. Our plan
is to raise these revenues. No share to the
telcos in this matter.
USA Today: Yes, clearly. But you need to be
aware of the size of a market opportunity. It’s
not tens of billions of dollars of opportunity in
the next year. It will be more like advertising
on the Internet, not print. There are distinct
advantages to mobile. Everything is
measurable. We track page views, and operate
much closer to an Internet model.
SFN: Any other comments about how content
companies such as your company and local
telecoms benefit from their partnership? Any
words of advice on how other newspaper
companies around the world can benefit from
mobile content distribution and mobile
advertising?
VG: The newspaper has two positive attributes
compared to a PC-based online newspaper:
1. Portability. You can bring a newspaper to the
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beach for instance. You wouldn't bring your
PC there.
2. Relaxation. You can read the newspaper in
bed, on the couch, in the bathroom. If you
have steady hands, you can read the paper even
in the bathtub. The PC, however, is utilitarian
by nature – even when it's used for recreation.
You sit close to the screen, back upright – the
mode of operation is work-like, and its
metaphors are work based (desktop, files,
browsing). It can't comfortably be used lying
down, on the floor, on a crowded subway, etc.
But the cell phone has these attributes: It can
go everywhere. It is the electronic newspaper
everyone's dreaming should come save us.
I can only say one thing: Go mobile. It's the
closest thing you'll get to the pre-heliocentric
vision of what a newspaper should be, in an
age where quantum physics is on the verge of
redefining even what a universe is.
Asahi: Content holders like newspaper
companies should make a good relationship
with telecom providers, which want to see
their handset market expand. If telecom
providers think content service is needed as
additional value in handset marketing, you
may do it.
Prisacom: The content providers, as we are,
have to be an incentive for the clients. The
operator could obtain revenues by the selling
of flat tariffs for the access to mobile Internet
and we should obtain the revenues by the
selling of content. However, to have this model
there is two important factors for the operator:
• An increase in its revenues
• To eliminate private brands

telecoms. We have talked about trading content
for traffic. Sorry, no sage words of advice. At
this point, at least in this market, it is not a
revenue play but a brand building play.
RIA Novosti: Mobile phones have become a
broad, personalised channel for interaction
with the audience. According to global trends,
information and news content are developing
at a fast pace now, and we should use this to
increase our audience and make content
provisions more comfortable and accessible.
RIA Novosti views this as a chance to become
closer to the user than the radio, television, or
the printed media, to popularise the brand,
spread from the corporate to the private sector
and increase the audience, promote its
services, encourage sales, and maintain loyalty
for the agency.
We offer our partners our brand, interesting
and exclusive top-quality information in
different spheres for different audiences
offered in a variety of formats, and opened to
new projects and experiments.
A-pressen: I don't see that we in any way
benefit from cooperating with the telecoms as
a media company alone, although one of our
biggest owners is Telenor. But as a unified
industry, the media company’s offering serious
mobile content has got the power to demand
better working conditions from the telcos. We
have experienced successful cooperation with
Norwegian telcos, and I understand telcos in
other countries can be a lot worse than the
ones in Norway, when it comes to working
conditions for media companies offering
mobile content.

GMG: There’s an obvious advantage to doing a
deal with the telecoms operators, as they have a
“walled garden” of users that we can potentially
leverage. However, the rise of phones like the
iPhone, that make it very simple for an end-user
to just type in a URL, are reducing the size of
those “walled gardens.” There’s a good model
for this in the Internet. The Internet service
providers in the ‘90s started off with huge
markets of users in “walled gardens,” and as
users started to realise that they could get more,
and better information on the other side of the
wall, they did, and what started as a trickle
ended up as a stampede, and the same thing
will happen with mobile.

USA Today: When we work with a Verizon or
AT&T, there are joint benefits: there’s a quick
and easy way access to our content through the
telecom. Telecoms are not content providers
and they seek out services like ours, paying for
access to data services. We’re providing what
the customers are looking for. They are
providing the network. There are certainly
mutual benefits. Not all deals are done through
operators. We work with Apple on iPhone
deals. We are developing a product for
Android to work across multiple programmes.

Globe and Mail: Same answer…there is no
partnership in Canada, by and large with the

VG: Yes, we publish an iPhone Web version.
Just visit www.vg.no with your iPhone and

SFN: Do you publish an iPhone version? Do
you have plans to publish specialised content
on smart phones?
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you'll get an iPhone edition. We don't currently
offer any iPhone apps, but we might see some
interesting apps by the end of the year. I think
that iPhone apps will be more narrow and
niched by nature than our broad Web sites are.
Prisacom: The future is related to this. It’s
necessary to develop adaptations/applications
that improve the user experience in such
devices but it’s also important not to develop
complex and expensive products.
GMG: The m.guardian.co.uk recognises the
handset that you use will add additional
functionality for particular devices. We have
made changes to the m.guardian.co.uk site so
that iPhone users get faster access to sections
on the Guardian, and a better search, as well as
a display that has larger gaps between stories,
so it’s easier to navigate on a touch-screen.
Globe and Mail: We have an iPhone app and
a Blackberry app coming. We need to better
render the content for each device. Beyond the
iPhone and Blackberry, we will try and expand
to other hardware as we can.
A-pressen: We already offer specialised
editions for the iPhone. This terminal is getting
more and more important and sets standards
for mobile surfing. This spring we are
relaunching our mobile sites in a new look
with better features, and the iPhone (and other
phones with similar screen sizes) get a lot of
attention and tailor-made solutions.
RIA Novosti: RIA Novosti publishes on
iPhone. RIA Novosti is open to any project.
There is absolutely a future of publishing on
mobile. Currently, the Internet coverage in
Russia is only 13 percent, whereas more than
80 percent of the people use mobile phones.
Not all of these 80 percent use the mobile
Internet now because of difficulties in
adjusting it, but new telephone models have
maximally simplified the process.
WAP is developing at a fast pace. Mobile
operators have seen that this is a highly
promising service in terms of benefit, and are
doing their best to encourage its use among
subscribers. All of Russia’s top three operators
have introduced automatic adjustment of their
subscribers’ phones, have considerably
expanded their versatility, and launched
partner programmes. The old phone models
are being replaced with new ones, which is
having a positive influence on the future of
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ruWAP. Nearly all of the new models easily
display even the most complicated
information.
SFN: Do you see a future in publishing on
mobile? Can it be monetized for the future,
like the Internet?
VG: I don't think there's any quick ways to
salvation after all. This will take time, and you
have to be as serious and determined
developing the mobile medium as you have
been in developing online and print before
that. I think most new media throughout
history has almost taken considerable time
from inception to becoming cash positive, and
I don't see that mobile should be an exception.
Prisacom: Content has to be the same for
every device; the difference is the way to show
them on the different devices.
GMG: The Mobile Internet is the Internet,
but on a smaller screen, and more personal,
and in general, the more you know about
your customer, the better the advertising
rates. It can, but not at the same level as print
or Web. Not a great brand building medium.
Very tactical applications, very retail
applications, which typically does not
command anywhere near the kind of CPM
that other media will get.
A-pressen: We believe so. After many years of
too optimistic prophecies about the enormous
growth of this channel, we are now more
realistic. But the numbers have never been
rising as much as now and we see a lot of
infrastructural conditions going in the right
direction. For example: Better terminals, better
telco networks, better mobile sites, and even
better end-user data prices from the telcos.
A few telco plans come with flat rate data
included, and this is a very good sign.
USA Today: Yes, it looks a lot like the
Internet. A lot of publishers will tell you they
are seeing more growth on mobile than on
Internet at this point. Will it get as big as the
Web? Yes, for some companies with a global
focus, and yes, the developing nations of the
world, like in China, Russia and parts of
Africa, are outpacing on growth. In China, one
operator has 300 million subscribers, which is
much larger than the population of the United
States. I think you’re going to see more people
accessing from mobile than from a laptop or
landline computer in those places.
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Conclusion
Mobile holds promise for newspapers around
the world, seeing bigger increases than many
other sectors, such as pharmaceutical, IT and
the semiconductor industry. Global mobile

revenue is expected to boost from US$519.7
billion in 2004 to $1.09 trillion in 2012. Mobile
advertising, compared to Internet advertising,
is also expected to grow exponentially.
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Because of its qualities as an always on,
always with you device, and because of its
ability to connect to the Web, mobile is the
only medium that is host to the entire
purchasing process. Mobile allows the user to
discover the product, research it, compare
prices and make the purchase, and then share
the experience with friends, said Christopher
Billich, senior vice president of research and
strategy, Infinita, Inc.
Mobile tagging is one of the best examples of
the medium’s strengths – interactivity and the
quick, precise and customer-driven access to
information. Currently about 70 different types
of mobile tagging barcodes exist all over the
world, with the QR Code as the most notable
example.
QR Codes are widely used in Japan across
various platforms, including print media
(magazines to a greater degree, compared with
newspapers), product packages, catalogues,
billboards, Internet sites, etc.
“With a QR Code as part of a cross-media ad
campaign, advertisers could engage consumers
more and see a boost in instant responses.
Mobile, as a trackable medium with users’
demographic data available, also could help
marketers improve the return on investment,
and locate consumers more accurately,” a
Japanese ad expert told SFN in Chapter 3.
Mobile tagging is also growing in Scandinavia.
“I think this will eventually become as big as
in Japan. Right now, the technology isn’t good
enough on some phones. The optical ability
isn’t good enough. Soon, the technology will
be pre-installed on the mobiles, and that will
make a big difference,” said Björn Modee, a
consultant and project leader for the mobile
tagging strategy and former business
development director for Yahoo! in Sweden, in
Chapter 3.
Many newspaper companies are currently
working hard on the mobile channel - making
distribution deals with telecoms, making
money with advertising and subscriptions and
expanding their offerings to smartphones,
including iPhones. Examples included VG,
Asahi Shimbun, Guardian News & Media,
Prisacom, and Globe and Mail in Chapter 5.
“Newspapers have content, still the most
important ingredient in the communications
mix,” said Anders Børde, marketing director,
More Mobile Relations, in Chapter 4.
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“However, I believe any successful newspaper
will need to succeed on all the major digital
platforms, with mobile as only one of them.”
Børde's advice to newspaper companies on
developing mobile strategies include:
• Mobile should not be considered as
“experimental new business.” Mobile is a part
of your total offline and online channel mix
and a mobile strategy should be a part of your
overall strategy.
• Based on your overall strategy, what position,
what products to what users, develop a mobile
strategy that can deliver on these overall
objectives.
• Gain insight on the audience you want to
reach. You might decide not to please
everyone. You might find it not feasible to
serve the “lost generation” - those still holding
on to their Nokia 6110.
• Make sure you have focus internally and
some dedicated resources to develop the
mobile channels and the tactics that will make
it work. Competencies within mobile and cross
media are required. And remember, mobile is
not the Web.
• Develop a step-by-step execution plan.
Ensure you learn on your way, so you can later
plug in what you have learned into your next
activities. We will still be in trial and error
phase for some time, but the best companies
will learn faster and get a competitive
advantage.
• Ensure employees at management level have
a smartphone (iPhone or similar), so
understanding and enthusiasm is created
among decision makers.
Mobile has been part of some newspaper
companies' digital strategies for years, while
others are just getting started. Yet, all are
united in trying to create the best mobile
experience tailored to the needs of their
users, all while carving out new revenue
streams and mapping future growth. As
newspapers evolve and grow in the 21st
Century, the opportunities for success are
still hinged on content, as they were
hundreds of years ago. Today, however, they
also depend on smart digital strategies that
can engage audience, and turn a profit. The
opportunity mobile holds for newspapers is
vast, and grows more important each day.
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